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About the project…
Youth associations and youth workers often design and implement activities for
young people (but not only) with the aim of stimulating reflection on a topic, a
value or with the aim of deliver a message. The content is therefore the
fundamental aspect of these activities, but the methodology and the channel with
which it is delivered is equally important. It is therefore important to focus on
learning and teaching methodologies to make this communication effective and
ensure the active participation of young people.
The new theories on the economy of attention underline the exaggerated number
of contents and information that people receive, a consequence of the digital age.
This puts each of us and especially the youngsters, in a difficult position when we
need to give the right priority, time and importance to the information we receive
every day.
Youth workers that have to communicate with young people, are strongly involved
in this phenomenon.
Precisely for this reason it is necessary today to focus on how to give to the
youthworkers, innovative ways and tools to communicate with young people
effectively.
This mobility project for youthworkers has precisely this as its main objective: to
provide the youthworkers with new competences and new communication tools in
order to improve the quality of their work and of the associations that involve
them.
Visual thinking and graphic recording are tools that are particularly suitable for
effectively integrating into this new communication system. In fact, quoting the
rule "the more a content relies on intuition, the faster its diffusion", it is easy to
understand that purely visual messages have a more direct impact.

Visual thinking is a methodology that can be learned by anyone. A necessary
element for mastering visual thinking is not talent, but the awareness of precepts
and precautions that will be presented by the trainers during the project.
This training course will therefore have the main objective of giving participants
the ability to use visual thinking and graphic recording to improve communication
with young people.

The venue

The Training course will be host in "Antico Convento San Francesco", a building
property of the Municipality of Bagnacavallo, now managed by a young couple
that has turned it into an affordable hotel.
The venue is an historical building in the center of this quiet town and has a lot of
large rooms to work in groups, and also a cloister where, if the weather is not too
bad, we could have our activities.
The wi-fi connection will be available only during the activities and the
intercultural nights, to promote personal relations between the participants.
The bedrooms are for 4-6-8 people and every room has a toilet with a shower

Participant’s profile
Number of participants from each country: 3
Participant’s characteristics:
•
•
•
•
•

At least 21 years old
Experience in youthworking
Motivation to use the acquired methods in their work
Good level of English language
Preferable participants: people active within their organizations

Please check that your health insurance card and all your documents are still
valid before the departure

Costs
The Training course won’t have a participation fee.
The hosting association will sustain accommodation and food. The travel will be
reimbursed after attending the total duration of the project and AFTER THE
PRESENTATION OF ALL THE TICKETS AND RECEIPS, so please keep all the
documents with you. Without ticket and receipts, no reimbursements will be
guarantee.
The travel costs will be reimbursed with this maximum:
Country

Max. Reimbursement

Italy

0

Croatia

180€

Poland

275€

Cyprus

360€

Lithuania

275€

Spain

275€

Portugal

275€

Participants MUST attend the whole duration of the youth exchange in order to
receive the reimbursement
Here you can find the application form that you need to fulfill in English, to take
part at the selection of participants
https://goo.gl/forms/YEDk4GiIbC23plZe2

For more info:
projects@belquel.com

